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RAZZOMETRY 
“When I look at shapes, I see unlimited possibilities.”

 

Category-Pre-Primary (Nursery)                                         Theme-Fun with Shapes
Venue– KG-A                                                                         Time–9:30 am

Each school will be represented by TWO

participants from Nursery class.

The children are expected to make

Robot/Spaceship/Technical Machine using shapes

from Rangometry Kit.

The participant should be able to explain his

creation and the shapes used. 

The Rangometry kit will be provided by the host

school.

The duration of the event is FORTY-FIVE minutes.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Creativity

The shapes used.

Explanation of their Robot/                          

 Spaceship/ Technical Machine

Cross questioning by the Judges.

 

Teacher In-charge:
Monika Srivastava
9711419162

Rules:- Judgment Criteria:

14th October 
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RAZZLAB JUNIORS
“Play is the highest form of Research.”

 

Category-Pre-Primary (KG)                                       Theme-Science is Fun(Any STEAM Activity)
Venue– KG-B                                                              Time–9:30 am

Each school will be represented by TWO

participants from KG class.

The participants can choose any one

experiment which he/she would like to

demonstrate.

The time limit for the experiment to be

conducted should not be more than TEN

minutes.

The participants have to bring all the things

needed to conduct the experiment.

The participants are expected to explain

the experiment.

The children should be dressed up as young

scientists with lab coat.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Presentation

Selection of the Experiment

Explanation of the Experiment/Cross

questioning by the Judges.

Adherence to the given time.

Teacher In charge :
Heena Srivastava
7905365100

Judgement Criteria:Rules:

14th October 
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FORMULARAZZ
"The winner ain't the one with the fastest car, It's the one who refuses to

quit."

 

Category-Pre-Primary(KG)                                        Theme-Remote Control Car Race
Venue– Basketball court                                            Time–9:30 a.m

1.  Each school will be represented by ONE    

 participant from KG class.                                

 2.  The children are expected to bring a

remote  operated toy racing car model of a

size not exceeding 18x10x7 cms . 

3. Each participant must race his/her car on

the provided track.    

4.The child should be dressed up as Formula 1

car racer.

 

 

Speed

 

Teacher In-charge:
Priyanka Bhardwaj
9554440076

Judgement Criteria:Rules:

14th October 
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TRASHART
"One person’s trash is another person’s treasure."

 

Category-Primary (Classes IV-V)                                    Theme- Aquatic 
Venue– Art Room                                                            Time– 9:30 am

Each school will be represented by TWO

participants from class IV & V.

The team should create a model using discarded

items.

The team should give a name to their model.

All the necessary items needed for their

    creation should be brought by the teams.                                                       

 5.The duration will be AN HOUR AND HALF.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Effective use of recycled /                                

 reused material

Creativity 

Explanation of the theme /                               

 Cross questioning by the Judges

Teacher In-charge:
Vasundhara Maurya
9559280332

Rules:- Judgment Criteria:

14th October 
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TECHNOVERSE
 

Category-Primary (Classes IV-V)                                  Theme-Poem based on Technology
Venue– Assembly Hall                                                   Time–9:30 am

Each school will be represented by a team of

EIGHT to TEN participants from class IV & V.

The team should recite a poem in English on the

given theme.

The presentation should not exceed FOUR

MINUTES.

The participants are expected to recite a poem

with actions. 

Students must be in their school uniform.

Use of props/ makeup/visual backdrop is

permitted.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Co-ordination and Voice Modulation

Clarity 

Expression and Diction 

Overall Presentation.

Adherence to the Stipulated Time

and Theme

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge:
Prachi Pant
8574362202

"Poetry is words that live ,and thoughts that breathe ."
14th October 
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EMOJINATION
 

Category-Primary (Classes I-II)                                             Theme-Quiz on Emojis
Venue– Smart Class                                                               Time–9:30 am

Each school will be represented by TWO

participants from class I and II.

The teams have to unlock the puzzle based on

emojis (A small digital image or icon used to

express an idea or emotion). 

The event will take place at two levels-               

 Level 1 will be a pen and paper test consisting of

multiple choice questions based on emojis.

Top SIX teams will directly qualify for the final

level.

The team with the maximum right answers will

be the winner.

The Quiz Master’s decision will be final.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Teacher In-charge:- 
Reetu Pandey
7388387471

Rules:-

"Where words fail, Emojis express."
14th October 
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ELECTRIVIRE
 

 

Category- Junior (Classes VI to VIII)                                        Theme-Techno Music /EDM
Venue– Open to Sky Area                                                        Time–9:30 am

Each school will be represented by a team of SIX to EIGHT

participants from class VI to VIII.

The team must sing a song as per the theme allotted.

The teams must select a song performed by any of the

following singers/groups: Coldplay, Justin Bieber,

Rihanna, Calvin Harris, Avicii, Alan Walker and Maroon 5. 

The performance should not exceed SEVEN minutes

(including arrangement of instruments and sound check).

The participants are expected to sing ONE stanza and

chorus only.

There can be only TWO accompanists along with the

performers.

Pre-recorded tracks / music is allowed. 

Use of PROPS in accordance with the presentation will be

appreciated

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Selection of Song

Harmony

 Rhythm

Synchronization and Clarity

Connect with the Audience

Adherence to the Stipulated Time                   

 and Theme

 

Teacher In-charge: 
Anubhav Singh
7706828244

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

"Without music life would      "
14th October 
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RAZZOODLE
 

Category- Junior (Classes VI to VIII)                                      Theme-Doodle Designing
Venue– Computer Lab                                                            Time–12:00 

Each school will be represented by a team of TWO

students from class VI to VIII.

The team must create a doodle on the topic

"RAZZMATAZZ 2020" using PHOTOSHOP CS6

The time given will be TWO hours.

Internet facility will be provided for the first fifteen

minutes only to browse images.

Images and the final doodle (PSD or TIFF) should be saved

in a folder with the TEAM CODE on the desktop.

Best doodle will be used for Razzmatazz 2020

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Creativity for the specific theme.

Artistic merit - Drawing skills and use

of colors 

Technical skills

Visual impact

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge: 
Swati Bhushan
8840549682

“Doodle says, Make your space.”
14th October 
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RAZZMAT-AD
“Who needs Television, when there is a whole world to watch.”

 

Category- Junior (Classes VI to VIII)                                        Theme-Advertisement
Venue– Open to Sky Area                                                        Time–12:00 

 

Each school will be represented by a team of FOUR to

FIVE participants from class VI and VIII. 

The team has to prepare an advertisement on the

product given at the venue.

The team is expected to enact out their

advertisement.

A duration of FORTY FIVE minutes will be given to

prepare the advertisement

The advertisement should not exceed TWO minutes.

Pre-recorded tracks / music are allowed. 

Use of PROPS in accordance with the advertisement

will be appreciated.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Creativity related to the given product

Humour

Team work and Overall Presentation.

Connect with the Audience

Adherence to the Stipulated time and

the Product

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge:
Sunanda Garg
9794283333
 

14th October 
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TECH-KRITI 
“Sell the problem you solve, not the product.”

 

Category-Senior (Classes IX to XII)                                      Theme-Model Making
Venue– Science Lab                                                              Time–9:30 am

Each school will be represented by a team of TWO

participants from class IX to XII.

The Team has to design a working model using upcoming

technologies which could solve the problems related to

agriculture, industry, education,housing,infrastructure or

pollution(air/water).

The students should bring their complete model and

should be able to explain the concept to the judges. 

The idea must be original.

A duration of THIRTY minutes will be given to set up the

model and another TEN minutes will be given to each

team to explain the model.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Creativity and Originality

 Presentation of Thoughts

Utility of the idea in solving future

problems

Cross questioning by the Judges

Adherence to the Stipulated Time

and Theme

Judgment Criteria:

Teacher In-charge: 
Sarman Singh
7007251218

Rules:-

14th October 
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QUIZ-WIZ
 

Category-Senior (Classes IX-XII)                                                           Theme- IT Quiz
Venue– Assembly Hall                                                                           Time– 12:00 

Rules:-

Teacher In-charge:- 
Surya S. Pillai
9605180673

Each school will be presented by a team of TWO

students of class IX-XII.

The quiz will be related to software, hardware and recent

developments in the field of technology with cyber

ethics.

The event will take place at two levels-

  Level 1 will be a pen and paper test consisting of 20           

questions. The questions will be displayed on the

projector for ONE minute each.  

Top SIX teams will directly qualify for the final level.  

The finals will consist of BUZZER ROUND, MIXED BAG,

RAPID FIRE etc.

The Quiz Master’s decision will be final.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

“Show class, have pride, and display character. If you do, winning takes care
of itself.”

14th October 
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SMAR-DEN
“Digital design is like a painting, except that the paint never dries.”

Rules:- Judgment Criteria:

Neat Presentation/Relevance to the

theme

Use of 3D library and self-drawn

images.

Applicability of the created garden.

Visual Impact

Teacher In-charge: 
Reetu Pandey
7388387471

Category- Primary (Classes III to V)                                        Theme-Techno Garden
Venue–Computer Lab                                                               Time–8:30 AM

15th October 

 

Each school will be represented by a team of TWO

participants from class III to V.

The team is expected to create a self-regulated garden

using 3D paint.  

The ecological garden should have the latest innovations

and be based on the 3R’s.

The time given to the teams will be ONE HOUR THIRTY

MINUTES. 

 The garden should have practicality in real-life. 

Internet facility will be provided throughout the event

The balance use of 3D library and self-drawn images should

be used to create the drawing.

The team has to save the drawing with the TEAM CODE on

the desktop in the form of Jpeg and glb (3D model).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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�नण�य के मानदंड:

का�RAZZ

�नयम :-

 

��येक �व�ालय के क�ा ६ से ८ तक के ८ से १०
��तभा�गय� से क� ट�म �ारा ��त�न�ध�व �कया जायेगा |
 ��तभा�गय� से अपे�ा क� जाती है �क वह �दए गये �वषय
पर �ह�द� क�वता का पाठ करे |
छा�� को अपने �कूल के यू�नफाम� (वद�) म� होना चा�हए |

��तु�तकरण म� �ॉ�स के उपयोग क� अनुम�त द� जाती है|
��तु�त ४ �मनट से अ�धक नही होनी चा�हए |

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

��ता    
सम�वय और आवाज का संयोजन 

अ�भ��� और क�पना 
सम� ��तु�त समय सीमा के अंतग�त
तथा �नयमो का पालन करते �ए क�
जाएगी |

 �ेणी- क�न� (क�ा ६ से ८)                                                     �वषय – तकनीक� आधा�रत क�वता
आयोजन �ल- हॉल                                                               समय – ८:३० �ातः 

 �भारी 
 �न�ा यादव
9235399492

                  “�ह�द� भाषा हमारी श�� है , यह भाव� क� अ�भ��� है|”
15th October 
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RAZZWEB
 

Category- Junior (Classes VI-VIII)                                           Theme-Digital currency
Venue–Computer Lab                                                              Time–11:00 am

Each school will be represented by TWO

participants from class VI-VIII.

The participants shall be required to design a

website on the given topic through HTML 5 and

CSS.

The SOFTWARE PROVIDED: NOTEPAD, Notepad++.

The time duration to make the web page will be

TWO HOURS.

Participants should bring their own content such

as photos and videos in the pen drive.

Internet will not be provided.

Plagiarism will lead to disqualification.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge:- 
Vivek  Singh
6386718928

“Creativity is intelligence having fun.”

Creativity
Designing
Adherence to the topic
Precise Content

15th October 
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RAZZCYCLE
“Garbage can, not garbage can't.”

 

Category- Senior (Classes IX-XII)                                              Theme-Installation Art
Venue–Art Room                                                                       Time–8:30 am

 

Each school will be represented by a team of THREE

participants from class IX-XII.

The team has to prepare an art piece using discarded

material like waste wire and electronic parts.

The art piece should be of size 48x48 inches.

The presentation should have a proper caption.

Every team should bring all the necessary items for

their creation.

The time given will be TWO HOURS THIRTY MINUTES

to prepare the piece.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Creativity and Artistic

Composition. 

Clarity of the given Theme.

Impactful Caption

Adherence to the given theme and

time.

Response to the judges cross

questioning.

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge:- 
Sushmita Mishra
9793508643

15th October 
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TECHNOFRENZY
 

Category- Senior (Classes IX-XII)                                               Theme-Robo Race
Venue–Basketball Court                                                              Time– 8:30am 

 

Each school will be represented by a team of THREE

participants from class IX to XII.

The Robo race is a challenge to make a wireless

controlled robot that can travel through different areas

of land which is full of hurdles and obstacles and

complete the race. 

It must be a self-made robot with the use of

microcontrollers like Arduino ,NodeMcu, etc and the

voltage should not exceed 12 volts at any point of the

circuit.  

A purchased bot will be disqualified. 

The participants will bring their own robots. 

The dimensions of the bot should not exceed 40x40x40

in cm. 

The teams must bring their own power supply.                        

(AC power supply can be provided on prior notice.)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The bot should be capable of

crossing the obstacles in order to

complete the race. 

The team which will take minimum

time to complete the race will be

declared as the winner.

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge: 
Sarman Singh
7007251218

              “It is impossible to win a race unless you venture to run.”
15th October 
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DANCE-O-GRAPHICS
 

Category- Senior (Classes IX-XII)                                                      Theme-Techno Dance
Venue–Open to Sky Area                                                                   Time–8:30 am

A team of SIX and EIGHT participants from class IX –XII must

present a western dance style using props and visual effects.

The presentation should not exceed SEVEN MINUTES (including

entry and exit).

VISUALS and PROPS to be used in the performance should be

arranged by the team itself.

The participants are required to arrange for music

accompaniment and visual effects in their pen drives that

must be handed over to the event coordinator on the day of

registration.

Bollywood songs will not be entertained, and the

performance should not convey any indecent gestures or

movements.

The teams can include any technical elements in the dance

example background graphics, costume, props, music,

multimedia etc.

Negative marking for exceeding the time limit or any violation

of rules.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Choreography

Rhythm and Co-ordination

Props & Costume 

Visual effects

Adherence to the Stipulated

Time and Theme

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge:
Sugandh Bakshi
7985914721

“Dancing is the poetry of the feet.”
15th October 
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TECH TALK
 

Category- Senior (Classes IX to XII)                                         Theme-Talk on Technology
Venue–Assembly Hall                                                              Time–11:00 am 

One child from class IX to XII is eligible to

participate from each school.

The Tech Talk should not exceed FIVE

minutes.Negative marking will be done in case of

deviation from the rules.

The participant can select any Ted Talk of a person

who has contributed significantly in the field of

technology.

The participant is expected to bring his / her

PowerPoint in a pen drive.

The participant must emulate the Ted Talk of the

person he / she has chosen.

He/She must refrain from giving personal opinion on

the topic. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Selection of Tech Talk

Presentation and Expression

Delivery and Diction

Connect with the Audience 

Effective Ending

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge: 
Lalita Kadian
8708947127

“Rhetoric is the art of ruling the minds of men.”
15th October 
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RAZZ-O-RAAGA
 

Category- Senior (Classes IX to XII)                                        Theme-Morning to Evening Raaga 
Venue–Open to Sky area                                                         Time–11:00 am 

A team of EIGHT to TEN participants from class IX to XII

must sing a song as per the theme allotted.

The performance should not exceed SEVEN minutes

(including arrangement of instruments and sound

check).

The participants are expected to sing ONE stanza and

chorus only.

There can be only TWO accompanists(teacher/student)

along with the performers. 

The teams should use Electronic Tanpura & Electronic

Keyboard. (either or both)

The same students can participate in both Indian and

Western group singing.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Selection of Raaga 

 Rhythm and Beat

 Synchronization and Clarity 

Overall Presentation

 Adherence to the Stipulated Time

and Theme

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge:- 
Preeti Mishra
9129191563

  “The classical rendering of raaga brings out the emotions in all its splendour       
 and color”

15th October 
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ZOOMIN’LENS
 

Category- Senior(Classes IX to XII)                                                Theme-Capture the Moments
Venue–Western Music Room-2                                                       Time–12:00 

Each school will be represented by a team of THREE students

from classes IX to XII.

The participants have to shoot clips of the entire fest

(Razzmatazz) and submit a documentary on Day 2 by 12 noon  in

1080p resolution in mp4 format .

The teams will be disqualified if the entries are not submitted on

time.

The video should not exceed the time limit of THREE minutes 

 which includes the TITLE AND END CREDITS..

Each team shall bring its own hardware related to the event.

All the memory cards will be checked and formatted before the

event.

The participants are responsible for the safety of their

possessions.

Plagiarism of any kind will lead to disqualification.

. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Creativity

Cinematography-

Light ,Sound ,Expression through

the lens.

Originality 

Techniques

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge: 
Anubhav Singh
7706828244

“Taking an image, freezing a moment, is about depth of feeling, not depth of field”
15th October 
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RAZZKLICK
 

Category- Senior(Classes IX to XII)                                          Theme-Capture the Moment 
Venue–Western Music Room-1                                                  Time–12:00 

Each school will be represented by a team of TWO

students from classes IX to XII.

The participants have to click TWO photographs from the

entire fest (Razzmatazz). 

The participants must submit colored, unedited

photographs on the second day of Razzmatazz.

The participants may attend the fest on one or both the

days to click the pictures.

The teams should bring their own camera.

Submission to be done in .RAW Format.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

 

A unique caption   

Color, Lighting, Exposure and Focus   

Wow! Factor and Creativity

Visual Appeal

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge: 
Anubhav Singh
7706828244

“A good snapshot keeps a moment alive in the hearts.”
15th October 
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Online Events
The link for registration:-

https://bit.ly/2m1GZlx



RAZZ-GRID
 

Theme:- Jewelacious
Digital Jewelry 

(Classes I-II)

 Each school shall be represented by ONE participant of

Class I-II. 

The participant must adorn the jewellery and elaborate it's

digital function. 

The participant is expected to speak for ONE MINUTE

THIRTY seconds

The participant should introduce himself/herself ( Name,

Class and School) 

Pre-recorded videos can also be imported or it can be

recorded live on the shared link after being logged in and

clicking on

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Depiction of the theme 

Overall Impression 

Clear Diction 

Dressed according to the topic

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Submission Process:-

Video or live recording should be done latest by 10th  October,19.

No entry will be entertained after the given date. The link will be

deactivated. 

FlipGrid Link:- https://flipgrid.com/sajs

“Embracing change in the classroom"

Teacher In-charge: 
Reetu Pandey
738838747126



WOW- WEAR OUR WASTE
 

Theme: Trashion to Fashion
Dress from Trash

(Classes IV-V)

 Each school shall be represented by  TWO participants of

Class IV- V. 

The teams are expected to create a video on the theme-

Trashion to Fashion in Adobe Spark.

The video should begin with the introduction 

 about school, (Name of the participants, Class and Name

of the School) 

The video should not exceed TWO minutes.

The video should have narration by the participants.

It should be properly captioned.

The SIX best entries will be shortlisted out of all the entries

from which the top TWO will be awarded.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Content of the Video                  

Narration                  

Use of the Graphics and Sound   

Colour Scheme & Background

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

“There are three responses to a piece of design – yes, no, and WOW! Wow is the one to
aim for."

Submission Process:-
Adobe Spark video  link to be sent to razz.sajs@jaipuria.edu.in latest by

10th October, 2019

Teacher In-charge: 
Reetu Pandey
7388387471
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TECHNOFLIP
 

Each school will be represented by TWO  participants

from class VI-VIII 

The team is expected to create a Sway on the given

theme.

Maximum of FIFTEEN  cards can be used.

1.

2.

3.

Relevance to the Topic.

Presentation and Layout

Variety and Style of cards

Flow of Content.

 

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge:
Reetu Pandey
7388387471

“Designing consistently should be on the same track that is accuracy.”

Theme:- Digital Churning
(Classes VI-VIII)

The Digital Churn -The influx of technology in the world today  is creating two kinds of
polarized view points.Distances have got reduced and information is available at the click of a
button. On the flip side, criminals and identity thieves have access to all kinds of data through
hacking. This event highlights the pros and cons of technology.

The Sway link to be sent to razz.sajs@jaipuria.edu.in latest by              10th

October, 2019

Submission Process:-
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ZOOMIN’LENS
 

Creativity

Cinematography

Light ,Sound ,Expression through   

 the lens.

Originality 

Techniques

 Cross Questioning by Judges

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge:
Anubhav Singh
7706828244

“Taking an image, freezing a moment, is about depth of feeling, not depth of field”

                                             Theme-Capture your City
 
           Online Event: This event is meant for outstation schools only
 

Each school will be represented by a team of THREE students from

classes IX to XII

The teams are expected to record and edit the video on the  theme-

CAPTURE YOUR CITY  -A glimpse into History / Cuisine / 

 Infrastructure/ Upcoming Technology in your city.

The film must be shot and edited by the students.

The video should not exceed the time limit of THREE minutes  which

includes the TITLE AND END CREDITS.

The video should have a story line.

Plagiarism of any kind will lead to disqualification.

The SIX best entries will be shortlisted out of all the entries from

which the top two will be awarded.

The participants of the selected films will be interviewed by the

judges through Skype.

 

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

A .mp4 file to be uploaded on the Google Drive, YouTube or

Vimeo and the link to be sent to razz.sajs@jaipuria.edu.in

latest by 10th October,2019

Submission Process:-

29
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RAZZWEB-ONLINE
 

Each school will be represented by a team of

TWO students from class IX to XII.

 The students must register on this site online.

(Online wixsite  (https://www.wix.com/) 

The students are required to create

website on wixsite on the given theme..

The team has to make at least TEN webpages and

must contain a “home” and “about us” webpage.

Plagiarism will lead to disqualification.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Creativity

Designing

Relevance to the Topic

Precise Content.

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge: 
Sarman Singh
7007251218

Submission Process:-

Create a web page on the given topic and share

the link on razz.sajs@jaipuiria.edu.in  latest by 10th October, 2019.

                                                 Theme-Digital Currency 
                                                                                                                                                                                

(Classes IX-XII)

  

“Web Design- Making Web Work”
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SMAR-DEN
“Digital design is like a painting, except that the paint never dries.”

                                                 Theme-Techno Garden  
                                                                                          Classes (III-V)

           Online Event: This event is meant for outstation schools only
 
 
 

Rules:- Judgment Criteria:
 

Each school will be represented by a team of TWO

participants from class III to V.

The team is expected to create a self-regulated

garden using 3D paint.  

The ecological garden should have the latest

innovations and be based on the 3R’s.

 The garden should have practicality in real-life. 

The balance use of 3D library and self-drawn images

should be used to create the drawing.

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Neat Presentation/Relevance to the

theme

Use of 3D library and self-drawn

images.

Applicability of the created garden.

Visual Impact

Submission Process:-

The final drawing should be uploaded in the form of .jpeg or .png on the

given link razz.sajs@jaipuria.edu.in latest by 10th October , 2019

Teacher In-charge: 
Reetu Pandey
7388387471



RAZZOODLE
 

                                                 Theme-Doodle Designing 
                                                                                       (Classes VI-VIII)

     Online Event: This event is meant for outstation schools only
 

Each school will be represented by a team of

TWO students from class VI to VIII.

The team must create a doodle on the topic

"RAZZMATAZZ 2020" using PHOTOSHOP

CS6

The Best doodle will be used for Razzmatazz

2020

1.

2.

3.

Creativity 

Artistic merit - Drawing skills and

use of colors 

Technical Skills

Visual Impact

Judgment Criteria:Rules:-

Teacher In-charge: 
Swati Bhushan
8840549682

“Doodle says, Make your space.”

Submission Process:-

The final doodle should be uploaded in the form of .jpeg or .png on the

given link razz.sajs@jaipuria.edu.in latest by 10th October, 2019
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